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I Love Rock and Roll  
[Allan Merrill & Jake Hooker]  
As recorded by Joan Jett & the Blackhearts (1981)

Tallis (lead vox); Allison (bass & backing vox);  
Jerry (drums); Jeremy & Kurt (gtr)

Somebody to Love  
[Darby Slick]  
As recorded by Jefferson Airplane (1967)

Tallis (lead vox); Joe (backing vox); Kyle (drums);  
Kurt (lead gtr); Jeremy (rhythm gtr)

(Don't Fear) The Reaper  
[Donald “Buck Dharma” Roeser]  
As recorded by Blue Oyster Cult (1976)

Joe (lead vox); John & Tallis (backing vox); Renjin (bass); Josh (keys);  
Kyle (drums); Jeremy (lead gtr); Kurt (rhythm gtr); Jerry (cowbell!!)

You've Got Another Thing Comin  
[Halford/Downing/Tipton]  
As recorded by Judas Priest (1982)

Tallis (lead vox); Joe (backing vox); Wolf (bass); Kyle (drums & backing vox);  
Jeremy (lead gtr); Kurt (rhythm gtr)

YYZ  
[Geddy Lee & Neil Peart]  
As recorded by Rush (1981)

Jeremy (gtr); Kyle (drums); Wolf (bass); Josh (keys)

--.--  .--.  --..
I Feel the Earth Move
[Carole King]
As recorded by Carole King (1971)

Tallis (lead vox); Sophia (backing vox); Kyle (keys & backing vox);
Josh (2nd keys); Jerry (drums); Jeremy (guitar)

You Really Got Me
[Ray Davies]
As recorded by the Kinks (1964)

Joe (vocals); Kyle & Tallis (backing vocals); Allison (bass); Josh (keys);
Jerry (drums); Kurt (lead gtr); Jeremy (backing gtr)

Back on the Chain Gang
[Chrissie Hynde]
As recorded by the Pretenders (1982)

Tallis (lead vox); Joe (acoustic gtr & back vox); Sophia (backing vox);
Renjin (bass); Jerry (drums); Kurt (lead gtr); Jeremy (backing gtr)

China Grove
[Tom Johnston]
As recorded by the Doobie Brothers (1973)

Joe (lead vox); John & Tallis (backing vox); Josh (keys); Wolf (bass);
Kyle (drums); Jeremy (lead gtr); Kurt (rhythm gtr)

Shake, Rattle & Roll
[Jesse Stone (aka Charles E. Calhoun)]
As recorded by Bill Haley and His Comets (1954)

Joe (lead vox); Kyle (keys); Allison (bass); Jerry (drums); Kurt (gtr);
Josh (tenor sax); Frank (baritone sax)
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For your comfort and safety, please locate the exit nearest your seat. There are two exits at the front and rear of the auditorium, and two exits at the rear of the balcony. Please be aware that eating, drinking, smoking, and the use of recording devices are all prohibited in Strong Auditorium. Please turn off all pagers and portable phones.

Have a good time . . all of the time